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ABSTRACT
A VERY LOW BIT RATE VIDEO CODER DECODER
Hakkı Tunç Bostancı
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Levent Onural 
January 1997
A very low bit rate video coding decoding algorithm (codec) that can be 
used in real-time applications such as videotelephony is proposed. There are 
established video coding standards (MPEG-1, MPEG-2, H.261, H.263) and 
standards under development (MPEG-4 and MPEG-7). The proposed cod­
ing method is based on temporal prediction, followed by spatial prediction 
and finally entropy coding. The operations are performed in a color-palletized 
space. A new method based on parameterizing texture features is used for de­
termining the difference image, which shows the temporal prediction errors. .A, 
new hierarchical 2D spatial prediction scheme is proposed for lossy or lossless 
predictive coding of arbitrary shaped regions. A simulation of the codec is 
implemented in object oriented language using template based program­
ming techniques. The codec is tested using official MPEG-4 test sequences. Its 
performance is compared to H.263 coding at the same bit rate and although 
numerically inferior, visually similar results are obtained.
Keywords: Very low bit rate video coding, video compression, data compres­
sion, videotelephony.
IV
ÖZET
ÇOK DÜŞÜK VERİ HIZLARINDA VİDEO KODLAYICI
ÇÖZÜCÜ
Hakkı Tunç Bostancı
Elektrik ve Elektronik ıVlühendisliği Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi; Prof. Dr. Levent Onural 
Ocak 1997
Görüntülü telefon gibi gerçek zamanda çok düşük veri hızlarında çalışması gereken 
uygulamalarda kullanılabilecek bir hareketli görüntü kodlayıcı - çözücü sunulmuştur. 
MPEG-1, MPEG-2, H.261 ve en son H.263 var olan hareketli görüntü sıkıştırma 
standartlarıdır. MPEG-4 ve MPEG-7 standartları da geliştirilme aşamasındadır. 
Sunulan kodlama metodu zamanda öngörü ile başlayıp, iki boyutlu uzayda 
öngörü ile devam etmekte ve son basamakta entropi kodlamayı içermektedir. 
Bütün işlemler paletize edilmiş renk uzayında yapılmaktadır. Zamanda 
öngörü hatalarını gösteren fark görüntüsünü oluşturmak için desen özellik­
lerini kullanan yeni bir metod geliştirilmiştir. Farklı büyüklük ve şekilde alan­
ları, seçeneğe göre kayıplı veya kayıpsız kodlamak için yeni bir iki boyutlu 
uzayda öngörü metodu kullanılmıştır. C-)--|- dilinde nesneye yönelik program­
lama tekniklerini kullanarak bir simulasyon programı geliştirilmiştir. Bu pro­
gram resmi MPEG-4 test görüntü dizilerinde denenmiş ve nümerik ölçümler 
açısından kötü olsa da görsel açıdan aynı veri hızlarında H.26;3 kodlaması ile 
benzer sonuçlar elde edilmiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Çok düşük veri hızlarında hareketli görüntü kodlama, 
hareketli görüntü sıkıştırma, veri sıkıştırma, görüntülü telefon.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Very Low Bit Rate Video Coding
In the past few years, much effort has been spent to provide visual communi­
cation over the existing telephony network. The problem with this is simple 
to state; the telephone lines and switches were designed for transmitting vocal 
data only, so the bandwidth is in the order of tens of kilobits per second [1], 
but the direct digitization of broadcast television quality video data requires 
a bandwidth of over 150 MBits/sec. This bandwidth can first be reduced by 
brute force decimation. Reducing each frame to 1/16 of its originell size results 
in a 10 Mbits/sec sequence. .A.fter 1/.3 decimation in time, the rate is reduced 
to 3 Mbits/sec. This means that the data must still be “compressed” around 
100 - 300 times. This high amount of compression is achieved by reduction 
of the redundancies in the visual data. Several standards are developed to 
address this issue. Inevitably, these algorithms compress the data in a lossy 
way. The goal is to transmit the video with the least amount of distortion.
As a result of this trend, the video telephone may expected to be quite 
a complex computer, but due to the advances in low-cost, high-performance
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technology, the personal computers will probably take the role of personal 
telecommunication in the very near future.
With the broadening of the ISDN network or optical fiber-to-horne, the 
necessity of the very low bit rate coding algorithms is open to debate. But as 
the number of broadcasters increase, the bandwidth will slowly fill up so there 
always will be the issue of effective use of the bandwidth, however high it may 
be. Also the wireless communication will always be subject to low bandwidth, 
so for the field video phones at least, compression will stay as an important 
issue.
In this thesis we propose a coding algorithm which provides alternative 
coding methods. In the remainder of this chapter, existing standards are de­
scribed and in the next chapter, details of the proposed algorithm are given. 
The simulation results are presented in Chapter 3 and conclusions based on 
this work are in Chapter 4. In the two appendices, details of the color spaces 
and the chroma component subsampling of CCIR 601 format are presented.
1.2 H.261
The ITU Telecommuniccition Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent 
organ of the International Telecommunication Union. The ITU-T is responsible 
for studying technical, operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommenda­
tions on them with a view to standardizing telecommunications on a worldwide 
basis.
H.261 [2-4] is video coding standard developed within a joint European 
group called COST211bis and published by the CCITT - Commite’ Consultatif 
International de Telecommunications et Telegraphy - (the name was afterwards 
changed to ITU) in 1990. It was designed for data rates which are multiples of
64Kbit/s, and is sometimes called p x 64Kbit/s (p is in the range 1-30). The.se 
data rates suit ISDN lines for which this video codec was designed for.
EXTERNAL
CONTROL
Figure 1.1: Block Diagram of the H.261 Video Codec
The outline block diagram of the codec is given in Figure 1.1. The coding 
algorithm is a hybrid of inter-picture prediction, transform coding, and motion 
compensation. The data rate of the coding algorithm was designed so that it 
can be set to between 40 Kbits/s and 2 Mbits/s. The inter-picture prediction, 
which is performed in the form of motion estimation and prediction, removes 
temporal redundancy. The transform coding removes the spatial redundancy. 
To remove any further redundancy in the transmitted bit stream, variable 
length coding is used.
1.2.1 Video Source Coding Algorithm
The source coder is shown in generalized form in Figure 1.2. The main elements 
cire prediction, block transformation and quantization.
Source format
To permit a single recommendation to cover use in and between regions using 
625- and 525- line television standards, the source coder operates on pictures
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Video
Input
Figure 1.2: H.261 Source Coder
based on common intermediate format (CIF). The standards of the input and 
output television signals which may be composite or component, analog or 
digital and the methods of performing any necessary conversion to and from 
the source coding format are not subject to recommendation.
The source coder operates on non-interlaced pictures occurring 30000/1001 
(approximately 29.97) times per second.
Pictures are coded as luminance and two color difference components (Y. 
Cb and Gr). These components and the codes representing their sampled values 
are as defined in CCIR Recommendation 601.
Black = 6
White = 235
Zero color difference =128
Peak color difference = 16  and 240
These values are nominal ones and the coding algorithm functions with 
input values of 1 through to 254v
Two picture scanning formats are specified. In the first format (CIF),
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the luminance sampling structure is 352 pels per line, 288 lines per picture 
in an orthogonal arrangement. Sampling of each of the two color difference 
components is at 176 pels per line, 144 lines per picture orthogonal. Color 
clilTerence samples are sited such that their block boundaries coincide with 
luminance block boundaries as shown in Figure 1.3 The picture area covered 
by these numbers of pels and lines has an aspect ratio of 4:3 and corresponds 
to the active portion of the local standard video input.
X X X X X X
o o o
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
o o o
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
o o o
X X X X X X
■ ■■ Block edge
X Luminance sample position 
O Chrominance sample position
Figure 1.3: Positioning of luminance and chrominance samples
The second format, Quarter-CIF (QCIF), has half the number of pels and 
half the number of lines stated above. All codecs must be able to operate using 
QCIF. Some codecs can also operate with CIF.
M ultiplexing
The video multiplexer structures the compressed data into a hierarchical bit 
stream that can be interpreted universally. The hierarchy has four layers:
Picture layer: corresponds to one video picture (frame)
Group of blocks: corresponds to one twelfth of the CIF pictures or one third 
of the QCIF picture areas
Macro blocks: corresponds to 16x16 pixels of luminance and the two spa­
tially corresponding 8x8 chrominance components, as seen in Figure 1.4 .
Blocks: corresponds to 8x8 pixels.
5
Macroblock
Figure 1.4: The structure of the macroblock
Prediction
H.261 defines two types of coding of the input frames. In INTRA mode, blocks 
of 8x8 pixels are encoded only with reference to themselves. On the other hand 
INTER coded frames are encoded with respect to another reference frame.
A prediction error is calculated between a 16x16 pixels region (macroblock) 
and the corresponding recovered macroblock in the previous frame. Prediction 
error of transmitted blocks are then sent to the block transformation process. 
The criteria for choice of mode and transmitting a block are not subject to 
recommendation and may be varied dynamically as part of the coding control 
strategy.
M otion compensation
H.261 supports motion compensation in the encoder as an option. In motion 
compensation an area in the previous (recovered) frame is searched to deter­
mine the best reference macroblock. Both the prediction error and the motion 
vectors specifying the value and direction of displacement between the encoded 
macroblock and the chosen reference are sent. Neither the search area nor how 
to compute the motion vectors is subject to standardization. However, both 
horizontal and vertical components of the vectors must have integer values in
the range +15 to —15. The vector is used for all four luminance blocks in 
the macroblock. The motion vector for both color difference blocks is derived 
by halving the component values of the macroblock vector and truncating the 
magnitude parts towards zero to yield integer components.
Motion vectors are restricted such that all pels referenced by them are 
within the coded picture area.
Loop filter
The prediction process may be modified by a two-dimensional spatial filter, 
which operates on pels within a predicted 8 by 8 block.
The filter is separable into one-dimensional horizontal and vertical func­
tions. Both are non-recursive with coefficients of 1/4, 1/2, 1/4 except at block 
edges where one of the taps would fall outside the block. In such cases the 
ID filter is changed to have coefficients of 0, 1, 0. Full arithmetic precision is 
retained with rounding to 8 bit integer values at the 2D-filter output. Values 
whose fractional part is one half are rounded up.
The filter is switched on/off for all six blocks in a macroblock according to 
the macroblock type.
Block transformation
In block transformation, INTRA coded frames as well as prediction errors are 
composed into 8x8 blocks. Each block is processed by a two-dimensional FDCT 
(Forward Discrete Cosine Transform) function. The transfer function of the 
transform is given by:
7 7
f {u , v )  =  - Y ^ Y ^ C{ x )C { i j ) F { x ,  ij)cos[Tr{2u + l).r/16] cos [tt{2v + I)ij/IQ]
37=0 y=0
with u, V , X , y =  0. 1, 2, ....7
where x, y = spatial coordinates in the pel domain
u, V = coordinates in the transform domain
C(u) = l / \ /2  for u = 0, otherwise 1
C(v) =  1 /v ^  for = 0, otherwise 1
( 1.1)
Quantization
The purpose of this step is to achieve further compression by representing the 
DCT coefficients with no greater precision than is necessary to achieve the 
required quality. The number of quantizer is 1 for the INTRA dc coefficients 
and 31 for all others. Within a macroblock the same quantizer is used for 
all coefficients except the INTRA dc one. The decision levels are not defined. 
The INTRA dc coefficient is nominally the transform value linearly quantized 
with a step size of 8 and no dead-zone. Each of the other 31 quantizers is also 
nominally linear but with a central dead-zone around zero and with a step size 
of an even value in the range 2 to 62.
Entropy coding
The quantized transform coefficients are converted to a one-dimensional string 
of numbers by ordering the coefficients in the zigzag scanning pattern given in 
Figure 1.5. After the DCT transform, it is expected that the non-zero coef­
ficients are concentrated near the top-left corner of the transformed block, so 
ordering the coefficients according to the zigzag pattern increases the likelihood
8
of collecting the non-zero coefficients together and facilitates the run-length 
coding of the zero coefficients.
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Figure 1.5: Zigzag scanning of the transform coefficients
After the zigzag scan, the coefficients are represented by symbols in the form 
[run, level\, where run is the number of zero coefficients before the non-zero 
coefficient represented by level.
Here extra compression (lossless) is done by assigning shorter code words 
to frequent events and longer code words to less frequent events. Huffman 
coding [5] is usually used to implement this step.
Error correction
An error correction framing structure is described in the H.261 standard. The 
BCH(511,493) parity is used to protect the bit stream transmitted over ISDN 
and is optional to the decoder. The fill bit indicator allows data padding thus 
ensuring the transmission on every valid clock cycle.
Coding control
Several parameters may be varied to control the rate of generation of coded 
video data. These include processing prior to the source coder, the quantizer.
block significance criterion and temporal subsampling, which is performed by 
discarding complete pictures.
Forced updating
This function is achieved by forcing the use of the intra mode of the coding 
algorithm. For control of accumulation of inverse transform mismatch error a 
macroblock should be forcibly update at least once per every 132 times it is 
transmitted.
1.3 MPEG-l
MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts Group) is a group of people that meet under 
ISO (the International Standards Organization) to generate standards for dig­
ital video (sequences of images in time) and audio compression. In particular, 
they define a compressed bit stream, which implicitly defines a decompressor. 
However, the compression algorithms are up to the individual manufacturers, 
and that is where proprietary advantage is obtained within the scope of a pub­
licly available international standard. The official name for MPEG is ISO/IEC 
•JTCl SC29 W Gll.
ISO: International Organization for Standardization 
lEC: International Electro-technical Commission 
.ITCl: Joint Technical Committee 1 
SC29: Sub-committee 29
VVGll: Work Group 11 (moving pictures with audio)
MPEG-1 [6-10] has been developed for storage of video and its associated 
audio at about 1.5 Mbps on various digital storage media such as CD-ROM,
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DAT, Winchester disks, and optical drives, with the primary cipplication per­
ceived as interactive multimedia systems. The MPEG-1 algorithm is similar 
to that of H.261 with some additional features. The quality of MPEG-1 com- 
pre.ssed/decompressed GIF video at about 1.2 Mbps (video rate) has been found 
to be similar (or superior) to that of VHS recorded analog video.
MPEG committee started its activities in 1988. Definition of the video 
algorithm was completed by September 1990. MPEG-1 was formally approved 
as an international standard by late 1992.
1.3.1 Differences Between MPEG-1 H.261
The coding algorithm is similar to the H.261 algorithm. The differences can 
be summarized as follows:
• MPEG-1 is not restricted to GIF or QGIF image sizes. A number of 
parameters defining the coded bit stream are contained in the bit stream itself, 
thus pictures of a variety of sizes and aspect ratios can be coded on channels 
or devices operating at a wide range of bit rates.
• H.261 was targeted for teleconferencing applications where motion is nat­
urally more limited. Motion vectors are restricted to a range of ^ lo  pi.xels. 
Accuracy is reduced since H.261 motion vectors are restricted to integer-pel 
accuracy. In MPEG-1, half-pel accuracy is employed and range is extended to 
=1=.31 pixels.
• In MPEG-1 a different quantization method is used. The default quan­
tization matrix is given in table 1.1. The quantized coefficient is obtained 
by dividing the DGT coefficient value by the quantization step size and then 
rounding the result to the nearest integer. The quantizer step size varies by 
the frequency, according to psycho-visual characteristics, and is specified by
11
the quantization matrix.
16 19 22 26 27 29 34
16 16 22 24 27 29 34 37
19 22 26 27 29 34 34 38
99 22 26 27 29 34 37 40
22 26 27 29 32 35 40 48
26 27 29 32 35 40 48 58
26 27 29 34 38 46 56 69
27 29 35 38 46 56 69 83
Table 1.1: MPEG-1 default intra quantization matrix
• H.261 is targeted towards interactive real time communications, therefore 
only causal compression is allowed. MPEG-1 is developed for off-line com­
pression, so backward prediction is allowed in this case. Hence, in MPEG-1 
there are two types of interframe encoded pictures, P- and B-pictures. In these 
pictures the motion-compensated prediction errors are DCT encoded. Only 
forward prediction is used in the P- pictures, which are always encoded rela­
tive to the preceding I- or P-pictures. The prediction of the B-pictures can be 
forward, backward, or bi-directional relative to other I- or P-pictures. There 
are also D-pictures, which contain only the DC component of each block, and 
serve for browsing purposes at very low bit rates.
Figure 1.6: Bi-directional prediction
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B-frames
B-frames is a key feature of MPEG-1. The concept of bi-directional predic­
tion or interpolative coding can be considered ns a temporal multiresolution 
technique, where onl}· the I- and P- pictures (typically l/.‘l of all frames) are 
first encoded. Then the remaining frames can be interpolated from the recon­
structed I and P frames, and the resulting interpolation error is DOT encoded. 
The use of B-pictures provides several advantages:
• They allow effective handling of problems associated with cov- 
ered/uncovered background. If an object is going to be covered in the 
next frame, it can still be predicted from the previous frame or vice versa.
• MC averaging over two frames may provide better SNR compared to 
prediction from just one frame.
• Since B-pictures are not used in predicting any future pictures, they can 
be encoded with fewer bits without causing error propagation.
The trade-offs associated with using B-pictures are:
• Two frame-stores are needed at the encoder and decoder, since at least 
two reference (P and/or I) frames should be decoded first.
• If too many B-pictures are used, then i) the distance between the two ref­
erence frames increases, resulting in lesser temporal correlation between 
them, and hence more bits are required to encode the reference Irames. 
and ii) we have longer coding delay.
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1.4 MPEG-2
The MPEG-2 [11-17] concept is similar to MPEG-1, but includes extensions 
to cover a wider range of applications at various but rates (2-20 Mbps) and 
resolutions. The primary application targeted during the MPEG-2 definition 
process was the all-digital transmission of broadcast TV quality video at coded 
bit rates between 4 and 9 Mbit/sec. However, the MPEG-2 syntax has been 
found to be efficient for other applications such as those at higher bit rates and 
sample rates (e.g. HDTV). Thus, MPEG-2 will be the basis standard for the 
digital TV and CD-video applications, which are expected to replace all analog 
TV systems by the year 2004. The video scanning formats considered for the 
HDTV are shown in table 1.2.
Vertical Lines Horizontal Pixels Aspect Ratio Picture Rate
1080 1920 16:9 601 30P 24P
720 1280 16:9 60P 30P 24P
480 704 16:9 k  4:3 601 60P 30P 24P
480 640 4:3 601 60P 30P 24P
Table 1.2: HDTV scanning formats
The most significant enhancement over MPEG-1 is the addition of syntax 
for efficient coding of interlaced video (e.g. 16x8 block size motion compensa­
tion). Several other more subtle enhancements (e.g. 10-bit DCT DC precision, 
non-linear quantization. VLC tables and improved mismatch control) are in­
cluded which have a noticeable improvement on coding efficiency, even for 
progressive video. Other key features of MPEG-2 are the scalable extensions 
which permit the division of a continuous video signal into two or more coded 
bit streams representing the video at different resolutions, picture quality (i.e. 
SNR), or picture rates.
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1.5 H.263
Thi.s ITU-T recommendation i.s aimed at coding video at low bit rate.s. In
H. 263 [18-20], the basic configuration of the video source coding algorithm is 
based on ITU-T Recommendation H.261. Four negotiable coding options are 
included for improved performance.
I. 5.1 Differences Between H.263 L· H.261
Half pixel precision is used for motion compensation whereas H.261 used full 
pixel precision and a loop filter. Some parts of the hierarchical structure of 
the data stream are now optional, so the codec can be configured for a lower 
data rate or better error recovery. There are now four optional negotiable 
options included to improve performance: Unrestricted motion vectors, syntax- 
based arithmetic coding, advanced prediction, and forward and backward frame 
prediction similar to MPEG called PB frames. When using the advanced 
negotiable options in H.263 the same quality as H.261 can often be achieved 
with less than half the number of bits. H.263 supports five resolutions. In 
addition to QCIF and GIF that were supported by H.261 there is SQCIF. 
4CIF. and 16CIF. The support of 4CIF and 16CIF means the codec could then 
compete with other higher bit rate video-coding standards such as the MPEG 
stcindards.
1.5.2 Negotiable Options
The four negotiable options included to improve performance are described 
below:
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• Unrestricted Motion Vector mode: In this mode motion vectors are al­
lowed to point outside the picture. The edge pels are used as prediction for 
the "not existing” pels. With this mode a significant gain is achieved if there 
is movement along the edge of the pictures, especially for the smaller picture 
formats. Additional!}·, this mode includes an extension of the motion vector 
range so that larger motion vectors can be used. This is especially useful in 
case of camera movement.
• Advanced Prediction mode: This option means that overlapped block mo­
tion compensation (OBMC) is used for the P-frames. Four 8x8 vectors instead 
of one 16x16 vector are used for some of the macroblocks in the picture, and 
motion vectors are allowed to point outside the picture as in the unrestricted 
motion vector mode above. The encoder has to decide which type of vectors 
to use. Four vectors use more bits, but give better prediction. The use of 
this mode generally gives a considerable improvement, especially subjectively 
because OBMC results in less blocking artifacts.
• Syntax-based Arithmetic Coding mode: In this mode arithmetic coding is 
used instead of VLC coding. The SNR and reconstructed frames will be the 
same, but generally fewer bits will be produced. This gain depends on the 
sequence, the bit rate and other options used.
• PB-frames mode: A PB-frame consists of two pictures being coded as 
one unit. The name PB comes from the name of picture types in .MPEG 
where there are P-pictures and B-pictures. Thus a PB-frame consists of one P- 
picture which is predicted from the last decoded P-picture and one B-picture 
which is predicted from both the last decoded P-picture and the P-picture 
currently being decoded. This last picture is called a B-picture. because parts 
of it may be bi-directionally predicted from the past and future P-pictures.
For relatively simple sequences, the frame rate can be doubled with this mode
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without increasing the bit rate much. For sequences with a lot of motion, PB- 
frarnes do not work as well as B-pictures in MPEG. This is because there are no 
separate bi-directional vectors in H.263, the forward vectors for the P-picture is 
scaled and added to a small delta-vector. The advantage over MPEG is much 
less overhead for the B-picture part, which is really useful for the low bit rates 
and relatively simple sequences most often generated by videophones.
These options are negotiable. This means the decoder signals the encoder, 
which of the options it has the capability to decode. If the encoder has any of 
these options, it can then turn them on, and for each of the options used the 
quality of the decoded video-sequence will increase.
1.6 MPEG-4
The MPEG-4 project [21] is currently under development. It has officially- 
started Fall 1995 and finalize Fall 1998. The project aims to establish a univer­
sal, efficient coding of different forms of audio-visual data, called audio-visual 
objects in the following. These objects can be of natural and synthetic origin.
The goal will be reached by defining two basic elements;
• .-V set of coding tools for audio-visual objects capable of providing sup­
port to different functionalities such as object based interactivity and 
scalability, and error robustness, in addition to efficient compression.
• syntactic description of coded audio-visual objects, providing a for­
mal method for describing the coded representation of these audio-visual 
objects and the methods used to code them.
MPEG-4 will not standardize a single algorithm. No such algorithm exists 
when considering the range of functionalities and applications to be addressed.
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Also, there is no need to standardize a single algorithm, vvlien cost-effective 
systems can be built to switch between algorithms, or even learn new ones. 
The latter capability also permits future advances in coding techniques to be 
included in the standard. So MPEG-4 will establish an extendible set of coding 
tools, which can be combined in various ways to make algorithms, and the 
algorithms can be customized for specific applications to make profdes.
Tools, algorithms and profiles are coding objects and consist of an inde­
pendent core and a standard interface. The standard interface guarantees the 
coding objects can interwork, and the independent core permits proprietary 
techniques to be invented and made available within the standard. This is 
analogous to the situation in computer software applications, where Indepen­
dent Software Vendors can develop and market products that are guaranteed 
to run, provided they are compatible with the Application Program Interface 
(API). In this sense, MPEG-4 will be the API for the coded representation of 
audiovisual data.
The “glue” that binds the coding objects together is the MPEG-4 Syntactic 
Descriptive Language (MSDL) which comprises several key components. First, 
definition of the coding object interface noted above; second, a mechanism 
to combine coding objects to construct coding algorithms and profiles; and 
third a mechanism for downloading new coding objects. The current thinking 
is for coded data objects themselves to be described by the coding objects. 
Collectively these components define a syntax for MPEG-4, and the fourth 
component of MSDL is a set of rules for parsing this syntax.
1.7 MPEG-7
The MPEG-7 is a recently started project [22]. This standard will be a “Mul­
timedia Content Description Interface”, rather than a coding standard in the
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fashion of MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. The standard will focus on specification of 
a standardized description of various types of multimedia information used in 
searching, or rather browsing, digital libraries.
Currently, solutions exist that allow searching for textual information. The 
new types of information include still pictures, graphics, audio, moving video 
and information about how these elements are combined in a multimedia pre­
sentation “scenarios”. Special cases of these general formats include facial 
expression and personal characteristics. This description shall be associated 
with the content itself, to allow fast and efficient searching for material.
To fully exploit the possibilities of such a description, an automatic feature 
extraction will be useful. However, such a feature extraction algorithm will 
be outside of the scope of the standard. Thus, MPEG-7 will fit in a position 
shown in Figure 1.7.
Feature Extraction iStandard Description Search Engine
t
Figure 1.7: Scope of MPEG-7
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Chapter 2
Proposed Video Coding Algorithm
This chapter explains the structure of the source encoder and the decoder 
(or the so called codec). The encoder gets the video sequence as the input 
and produces a coded bit stream as the output. The decoder reverses this 
process by processing the bit stream as its input and produces the output video 
sequence. The basic operation of the codec is similar to H.263 in the sense that 
the coding is done via temporal prediction followed by spatial prediction and 
at the end variable length coding. The main differences are in the pre- and 
post-processing stages, specifically the use of the palletized color domain, and 
the spatial predictive coding method which will all be described in detail in 
this chapter.
2.1 The Input
2.1.1 Input Formats
The input of the source coder consists of a sequence of two-dimensional images. 
The format of this image sequence is in accordance to the CCIR 601 standard.
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which defines the encoding parameters of digital television for studios.
CCIR 601 is the international standard for digitizing component color tele­
vision video in both 525 line (NTSC) and 625 line (PAL) systems. It deals 
with both YUV color difference and RGB video, and defines sampling systems, 
RGB /  YUV matrix values and filter characteristics.
In the color difference (YUV) representation, each color value consists of the 
black-and-white (Y) component called the luminance and two color difference 
signals (U) and (V) called the chrominance signals. This signal space has 
the advantage that the chrominance signals can be subsampled without a big 
visible degradation. The details of the color spaces are given in Appendix A.
CCIR 601 defines 4:2:2 sampling at 13.5 MHz with 720 luminance samples 
per active line and 8 bit (consumer applications) or 10 bit (editing applications) 
digitizing. The chroma sub-sampling terms are explained in Appendix B.
The display is 2:1 interlaced. In a progressive scan, lines are transmitted in 
the order in which they occur on the screen. In the interlaced scan, lines are 
instead transmitted as a sequence of regularly interleaved subsets, i.e. when 
displaying a frame, first the even numbered lines are scanned, followed by the 
odd number lines. Each subset of the lines is named a field, thus two fields 
produce a single frame. In NTSC systems 30 frames and in P.NL systems 25 
frames are displayed per second.
However, these broadcast quality input images are unsuitable for very low 
bit rate coding purposes because of the high spatial resolution. Hence, a QCIF 
(Quarter CIF) size (176x144) image format is used.
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2.1.2 Format Conversion
111 the codec, QCIF size images with 4:4:4 sampling are used, so the CCIR 601 
size input must be decimated to about one sixteenth in size. Normally, the 
interbreed input must be converted to progressive scan format, but because of 
the decimation there will be resolution loss anyway, so this conversion step is 
omitted. The transformation is therefore performed in two main steps; first 
the image is subsampled to SIF size (which is exactly one fourth of the input 
size), then the SIF image is subsampled to QCIF size.
The CCIR 601 to SIF transformation is done is three steps [23].
1. In the first step, the first (even) field of a picture (both luminance and 
chrominance components for 4:2:2 input, only the luminance component 
for 4:2:0 input) will be omitted.
2. Then luminance and chrominance components are horizontally subsam­
pled by a factor of 2 using the FIR decimation filter with taps
2,0, -4 , -3,5,19,26,19,5, -3 , -4 ,0 ,2
64 (2. 1)
3. The chrominance is further subsampled vertically by a factor of 2 using 
the ScUTie filter.
After this operation, SIF size images are obtained. For further reduction 
to QCIF size images, a different path is followed according to the input image 
size.
The QCIF size is e.xactly one sixteenth of P.VL frames. So. if the input 
image were in CCIR-601 P.'^L format, the luminance component is subsampled 
horizontally and vertically by a factor of 2 using the above filter to obtain the 
176x144 QCIF image. If the input is 4:2:2, the chrominance components are 
already in 176x144 size, so they are not further decimated.
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In the input image is in CCIR-601 NTSC format, then the number of scan 
lines is 480, so the SIF image is 352x240 in this case, i.e. the number of pixels 
in a row is the same, so the horizontal decimation factor is again 1/2, but in 
the vertical case, the decimation is from 240 lines to 144 lines, or by a factor 
of 3/5. Therefore, 3 output lines must be produced for every 5 input lines. For 
faster execution, a polyphase filter with 3 taps is used for the conversion [18].
Sen  : (-32,35,140,113,0)/256
Set2 : (-24, 76,152, 76, -24)/256 
S e n  : (0,113,140,35, -32)/256
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
If the input form is 4:2:0, the chrominance components are 176x120 in size, 
so they must be upsampled to 176x144. In this case, the sampling is done with 
a factor 6/5, i.e. 6 lines must be produced for every 5 input lines. Therefore, 
a polyphase filter with 6 sets of taps is used [18].
Setl : (-16,22,116,22, -16)/128 (2.5)
Set2 : (-23,40, no , 1)/128 (2.6)
S e n  : (-24.63,100,-11)/128 (2.7)
SetA : (-20.84.84.-20)/T28 (2.8)
Seto : (-11.100,63,-24)/128 (2.9)
S en  : (1,110,40,-23)/128 (2.10)
2.2 Color Quantization
ks  the input format, the QCIF size images are used with 4:4:4 sampling. Each 
pixel in the image is represented by 8 bits for each color component, thus 
there are 256x256x256 colors in the lattice, or a total of over 16 million colors.
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Considering that the number of pixels in the image is 25344, even when all the 
pixels are in a different color, the number of colors is much less than the total 
number. This means that there is a redundancy in the color representation.
For most natural scenes, there are a wide variety of colors, but most of them 
repre,sent slightly different tones, clustered around a few major colors. Hence, 
when the number of colors is reduced to around 100, the visible degradation 
is not very serious. But the variation in the input decreases considerably and 
this pre-processing stage eases the work of the following steps of the coder. 
Because of this reason, a color quantization [24-26] pre-processing stage is 
utilized in the codec. The downside of this process is when the number of colors 
is too much reduced, the error in the representation of each color increases 
and the so called false contours begin to appear on the edges of quantization 
regions. This unpleasant effect can be reduced by adding controlled noise, or 
so called dithering techniques [24,27], but the deterioration caused due to this 
pre-processing begins to be more than that due to the following steps. Hence, 
according to the experimental results, the minimum number of colors to be 
used should be 32 or 64, depending on the scene.
.A.fter color quantization, each pi.xel in the image is represented by a color 
index pointing to an RGB value in the colormap, or the so called palette. 
The colors in the palette must be chosen so that after the quantization, the 
distortion must be minimum. In order to determine this distortion, a distance 
measure must be defined. But choosing a distance measure that accurately 
simulates with the human visual system is probably impossible. In the codec, 
we used the Euclidean distance between the two color vectors, which were 
represented in several different color spaces.
In the experiments, YUV, LUV and RGB color spaces [24] are tested, and 
the visually best results are obtained using the RGB space. So, the distance
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measure D between two RGB colors is given by
^  — \/(^ i ~ R2Y + (G'l — 02)^ + {B\ — B2)‘ ( 2. 11)
The problem with this is that according to this formula, for instance, the 
difference between pure red and pure blue is equal to the difference between 
pure red and pure green, but visually this does not make any sense. So this 
distance measure is applicable for only differentiating the differences between 
similar tones of a single color.
The necessary conversions between the RGB and YUV spaces are done via 
the following matrix operations [24].
(2 . 1 2 )
R 1 0 1.402 Y
G 1 -0.34414 -0.71414 U
B 1 1.772 0 V
V 0.299 0.587 0.114 R
u = -0.1687 -0.3313 0.5 G
V 0.5 -0.4187 -0.0813 B
(2.13)
The distribution of colors in an image is analogous to a distribution of N 
points in the three-dimensional RGB color cube. The color cube is a discrete 
lattice because the colors of the original image have 8 bit integer components 
between 0 and 255. .Although the number of possible colors is many times 
greater than the number of pixels in an image, it is highly likely that there will 
be at least two pixels with the same 24-bit color.
So the color quantization pi'oblem can be restated as choosing the palette 
in such a way that the sum of the distances between corresponding pixels in 
the original and quantized images is minimum. This is a difficult optimization 
problem with no fast solution. One could use brute force and try all possible 
colormaps, and choose the one with the least distortion, but this take too much
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computation time. The natural approach is to derive the colormap iVorri tlie 
color distribution of the image being quantized.
The method used in the codec is Heckberk’s quantization scheme with 
median-cut method [26]. This algorithm is fast computationally and gives 
satisfactory results.
The algorithm starts by finding the minimum and maximum red, green, 
and blue values among all N colors. These maxima points are considered as 
the corners of the firsr cube. The algorithm repeatedly subdivides the color 
cube into smaller and smaller rectangular boxes, until the desired number of 
colors is reached.
The iteration step is splitting a box. For each box, the minimum and max­
imum value of each component is found. The largest of these three determines 
the dominant dimension, which is the dimension along which the box will be 
split. The box with the largest dominant dimension is found, and that box 
is split in two. The split point is the median point, which is the plane that 
divides the box into two halves so that equal numbers of colors are on each 
side. The colors within the box are separated into two groups depending on 
which half of the box they fall.
The above step is repeated until the desired number of boxes is generated. 
Then the representati\e for that cell (the quantization output) is computed by 
averaging the colors contained. The list of these reconstruction levels is the 
desired palette.
Then, each pixel in the image is quantized according to this table, by choos­
ing the color in the table that gives minimum distortion. This way. the pal­
letized image that will be used in the subsequent operations is obtained.
The overhead associated with palletization is that the palette must also be
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sent to the receiver side. The size of the palette is 24 bits times number of 
colors. Therefore, if the number of colors is large, it is impossible to allocate 
this many bits to the palette transmission in very low bit rate applications. 
Hence, this also is a factor that determines the maximum number of colors to 
be u.sed.
The palette is coded on the bit stream using DPCM. First, the colors are 
sorted in ascending order according to the sum of the squares of their red 
green and blue component values. Then, the value of the first palette entry 
is recorded directly onto the bit stream. For the rest of the colors, difference 
of the RGB component of the current entry and that of the previous entry is 
recorded. Since each component is an 8-bit integer between 0 and 255, the 
difference will also be an integer between —255 and 255. Thus, it seems that 
9 bits are necessary to code the difference component, but since the previous 
value -f difference = current value will be truncated to [0..255] range in the 
decoder, sending an S-bit difference value is suflBcient.
One big disadvantage of color quantization is that the palette is specific to 
one image only, so a different palette must be generated for each of the images 
in sequence. This requirement can be alleviated by considering the fact that in 
typical videophone applications, one can assume that the contents of the scene 
will not change considerably, so we can generate a palette for the intra picture 
and then use this palette for the quantization of subsequent frames. Whenever 
there is a significant change in the scene, a new intra picture will be sent along 
with the palette.
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2.3 Temporal Prediction
2.3.1 Motion Estimation and Compensation
The interdependency between the successive input frames must be utilized 
for coding purposes. This is done by motion estimation and compensation 
techniques [28-32].
The motion of the objects in the image is represented by a 2D field which 
is the projection of the real 3D-object motion onto the image plane. Thus, a 
motion vector is assigned to each pixel in the image. This vector designates 
the position of the pixel in the previous image.
The motion estimation algorithm used for this purpose is the Adaptive 
Block Matching Algorithm [33], which depends on block matching techniques. 
In this algorithm, the current video frame is divided into rectangular blocks of 
adaptive, variable size. .All of the pixels in the block are assumed to undergo 
the same displacement, and therefore, the pixels inside a block have the same 
motion vector. So the algorithm tries to assign a motion vector to each 
block such that a suitable matching criteria is satisfied.
The matching criterion used in the simulations is to minimize the sum of 
the errors between each pixel in the two matching blocks. The error in the 
pixel level is defined as the Euclidean distance between the two RGB vectors.
.After the motion vectors for each pixel is determined, these vectors are 
applied to the previous image to obtain the prediction of the current image. 
This predicted image is named as the motion compensated image.
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2.3.2 Frame Rate Determination
The typical application of very low bit rate video coding is videotelepliony. The 
input frame rate, which is 25 or 30 frames per second, can cause over-sampling 
in time due to the nature of the scenes. The same image can remain stationary 
for a long duration, or there can be negligible amount of overall motion. In 
such cases, it is possible to drop some frames in the encoder to accomplish 
a non-uniform sampling in time, and regenerate these dropped frames in the 
decoder [34].
In order to determine the motion content of the scene, the Average Motion 
Determination (AMD) algorithm is used [33]. This algorithm decides whether 
or not to drop the next frame in the sequence. In order not to introduce an 
unacceptable amount of delay in real-time communications, there is also a hard 
limit on the number of skipped frames.
2.3.3 Transitional Frame Generation
Due to the non-uniform sampling in time, the decoder must generate the 
skipped transitional frames in order to be able to display the sequence on a 25 
or 30 frames per second display device. This is accomplished by performing 
motion estimation between two frames and generating the frames in between 
by fractional motion compensation [35]. Thus, the transitional frames are con­
structed using only the current and the previous decoded frames and hence 
only the number of frames to be generated is included onto the bit stream. 
The transitional frames are generated using the Binary Tree Structured Mo­
tion Compensated Interpolation technique [33].
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2.3.4 Coding of the Motion Vectors
As the first step of encoding and inter frame, the motion vectors must be coded 
into the bit stream. For this purpose, a DPCM type coder is employed.
i
i
€
Figure 2.1: Scanning order for determining motion vector differences
The block motion vectors are scanned in the order shown in Figure 2.1. The 
first vector is included without coding onto the bit stream. For the remaining 
vectors, the previous vector in the scanning order is taken as the predictor and 
the difference of the current vector and this predictor is coded onto the bit 
stream. How to determine this difference is explained next.
The range of motion vectors is [—7, 8] in and V directions. Thus, a 
motion vector can ha\'e a total of 2-56 different values. For coding a vector, a 
vector distance list based on the prediction vector will be formed. The distance 
between any two vectors is taken to be the Euclidean distance. To construct 
the vector distance list for a vector, the distances between that vector and 
each of the remaining 255 vectors is calculated. These values are collected in 
a list sorted in the order of increasing distance. The current vector is scanned 
in this and when found in the position of the list, it is reported as the i*'* 
close vector to the predicted vector. The difference to be recorded onto the bit 
stream is this i value.
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2.4 Temporally Unpredictable Areas
i n ­
in
After the motion compensation operation, a prediction of the current frame is 
obtained. Until now only temporal prediction is utilized, so this prediction i 
age is expected to be substantially different than the original current image i 
some regions. But if the temporal prediction is good enough, these unsuccess­
fully predicted regions will probably concentrate on small areas of the image. 
We call these the Temporally Unpredictable (TU) areas. The available bits will 
only be allocated for the coding of the inside of these TU regions. The errors 
in the remaining regions will be completely ignored, hence no information will 
be sent for those regions.
The TU areas generally occur in places where the two-dimensional motion 
vectors fail to describe the scene. These 2D vectors can describe the transla­
tional motion of rigid objects on the image plane (the xy-plane), but fail to 
describe the motion on the axis perpendicular to the image plane (the z-axis). 
Likewise, rotational motion cannot be successfully predicted. In addition to 
these regions where the temporal prediction method fails, TU areas come up 
in places where a physical change in the scene has occurred, i.e. when new 
information that is not present in the previous frame becomes visible in the 
current frame.
The inside portion of the TU areas are coded using a spatial prediction 
method as described in the following section. First, the locations of the.se TU 
regions must be determined.
Two methods are implemented to find the locations of the TU regions. 
The first method is based on the SIMOC test model developed within the 
COST211ter group [36]. The second method is primarily based on a transfor­
mation using the so-called texture parameters. The first method is found to 
give unsatisfactory results, so the second method is used in the codec.
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2.4.1 Method Based on SIMOC
This method works exclusively on the pixel-by-pixel difrerence between the 
current frame and the motion compensated frame. The difference is taken as 
the Euclidean distance between two RGB vectors, as in eq. 2.11. What we 
are trying to obtain in the end is a binary image that denotes the changed and 
unchanged regions. The algorithm can be itemized by the following steps:
1. Compute the absolute differences between the current frame and the 
previous reconstructed frame.
2. Apply a 5x5 median filter to the resulting changed and unchanged regions.
3. Blow (dilate) the changed regions 3 times, using a 3x3 structure element 
(8-pel neighborhood).
4. Shrink (erode) the changed areas three times using a 3x3 structure ele­
ment (8-pel neighborhood).
5. Eliminate all changed regions whose size is less than the average size of 
all changed regions.
6. Eliminate all unchanged regions whose size is less than the average size 
of all unchanged regions.
2.4.2 Method Based on Texture Parameters
First a transformation, which is described below, is applied to these two frames 
[37]. .After this operation, each pixel is represented by a 4 element so-called the 
texture-parameters vector. Each component of this vector is an integer between 
0 and 25.
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I he tiansformation is made for each pixel in the following wa.y. For each 
pixel to be transformed, a two-pixel neighborhood in eight directions (i.e. a 
block of 5x5 pixels) is considered. The pixel to be transformed is called the 
center pixel.
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Figure 2.2: Texture parameters determination
For each pixel in the 5x5 block, the difference between the pixel and the 
pi.xel at the right of it is calculated, as shown in Figure 2.2a. The difference is 
defined as the square of the Euclidean distance between the RGB components 
of the two pixels, i.e.
d = (Ri -  R2? +  {Cn -G 2 ?  + [ B , -  B2? (2.14)
After making this calculation for every pi.xel in the 5x5 block, 25 difference 
values are obtained. The first component of the texture-parameters vector
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to be assigned to the center pixel is the number of difference values greater 
than a certain threshold, A, which is taken as 1200 in the sirnuhitions. 'I'he 
second, third and fourth components of the vector are determined by counting 
the number of difference values greater than the threshold between each pixel 
and the pixel at the one scan line below it, at the right and one scan line 
below it and at the right and one scan line above it, respectively. This can be 
formulated as follows.
Let the texture parameters vector be denoted as T-
Ty 
T2
n
T,
Each Ti component is given by
2 2
E  E  Dг{x,y)
x =  — 2 y=z — 2
and the binary Di values are calculated by
D2{x-y) = <
D^ix^y) =
D4{x.y) = <
(2.15)
(2.16)
0
<
if d{I[x ,y),/(-i• + f 1 f/)) < .4 (2.17)
 ^ 1 ifd(/(.r ■ y)J{x■ + l.;'y)) > .4
/
0
<
if f/(/(.i· ,y),/(.c < .1 (2.18)
1 if d{I[x sy)J{x 7 y + f)) > .1
\id{I[x. , y )J{x + 1-y + D) < 4 (2.19)
1 1 ifc/(/(x, y ) J ( x + l..i/ + D) > 4
0 if d(/(.c. y ) J { x + l . y - 1)) < .4 (2.20)
 ^ 1 ifd(/(.T, y ) J { ^ + l,y  - D) > 4
where /(.x, y) denotes the pixel value at the location {x, y) relative to the center 
pixel and .4 is the threshold value.
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For the calculation of the 2o difference values, some edge pixels that are 
outside the 5x5 block must be considered. These pixels are denoted by dotted 
lines in Figure 2.2.
2.4.3 The Difference Image
Using the texture parameters in the current frame and the motion compen­
sated frame, the difference image is obtained. Each pixel in this image denotes 
the difference, which is defined as the Euclidean distance between the texture 
parameters vectors of the respective pixels in the current and the motion com­
pensated frames. After determination of the difference values, each pixel is 
now represented by an integer difference value.
In typical videophone applications, the region of interest is expected to be 
in the center of the image. Thus, we try to minimize the visual loss in the 
vicinity of the central region while the loss near the corners of the image is 
considered less important. In order to accomplish this, the difference frame is 
processed by a filter that gradually decreases in amplitude towards the edges 
of the frame. This is realized by multiplying each pixel by the function
f i ' i j )  =
10 '  10 '
X
1 0 ' - f j ‘ 10" + r ‘
(2.21)
where i & j denote the horizontal and vertical distances in terms of pixels from 
the center of the image. In a typical QCIF size (176x144) frame, the center 
location is defined at the coordinate (88.72). As seen on the amplitude graph 
of the filter in Figure 2.3. the filter is nearly constant in the central image 
region, and decreases rapidly towards the edges.
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Figure 2.3: Magnitude of the filter apidied to the difference image
2.4.4 Temporally Unpredictable Areas Detection
I ’he temporally unpredictable (TU) aretrs are found by processing this differ­
ence image in an iterative manner. What we are trying to obtain in the end 
is a binary image thcit displays the TU areas. The Vcdue of each pixel in this 
binary irricige is a flag that denotes whether the corresponding pixel in the 
motion compensated frame belongs to the TU regions or not.
(Xc,Yc-2)
(Xc-IJc-l) (Xc.Yc-l) (Xc+l,Yc-l)
(Xc-2,Yc) (Xcd.Yc) (Xc.Yc) ( X c t l jc t l) (Xc+2,Yc)
(Xc-l,Yc+l) (Xc,Yc+l) (Xc+l.Yc+l)
(Xc.Yc+2)
Figure 2.4: The diamond shaped building block of the temporally unpredictable 
regions
d'he d’U cireas image is generated by the repetition of diamond shaped 
regions depicted in Figure 2.4. This diamond shape is chosen because it is 
a, fine approximation for hexagonal or round shapes using rectangular pixels. 
The round edges help somewhat reduce the blocking effect because of the use
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of blocks in motion estimation.
The difference image is processed iteratively in order to determine the po­
sitions of these regions. In each iteration, an error term is calculated for each 
pixel in the difference image. This error term is defined as the sum of the 
squares of the difference values in each pixel of the diamond shaped region. 
The pixel for which this error term is maximum is taken as the center of the 
first TU region, i.e. that pixel and the 12 surrounding pixels shown in Figure 
2.4 are included in the TU region. This iterative process is repeated for each 
pixel in the image and additional TU regions are found as long as there is a 
pixel with an error term greater than a pre-specified value. This pre-specified 
value is used for the purposes of bit rate regulation, because it has a direct ef­
fect on the number of generated TU regions and most of the bits are allocated 
for the coding of these regions.
The locations of the TU regions are coded into the bit stream in the follow­
ing manner. It is sufficient to specify the center points of the diamond shaped 
regions. For coding efficiency, the center points are re-ordered. The first point 
is kept as is and the next one is selected as the one for which the Euclidean 
distance between the coordinates of the first point and itself is minimum. The 
ne.xt point is chosen similarly as the one with the minimum distance to the 
previous one. .After this re-ordering operation, the number of these regions is 
recorded on the bit stream using a 16-bit unsigned integer. If the frame is com­
posed of TU regions entirely, only the (hexadecimal) value f f f f  is recorded. 
When the decoder receives this value, it concludes that the entire frame con­
sists of TU regions (i.e.. this is an intra frame) and proceeds with the decoding 
of the TU interiors. .After recording the number of regions, the horizontal x 
coordinate of the first point is written using a 16-bit unsigned integer. The 
following 8-bit signed integer denotes the difference in x component of the sec­
ond point from that of first point. This continues in the fashion that the next
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8-bit signed integer denotes the difference in x component of the next point 
from the previous point. After these, the y coordinates are recorded to the bit 
stream in the same way, i.e. if there are n points to be coded, the first 16-bit 
integer is the y coordinate of the first point, and the rest n -  1 8-bit integers 
are the differences of y coordinates of each point from that of the previous one.
2.5 Spatial Prediction
The coding of the interior areas of the TU regions is done by differential coding 
using the non-causal linear prediction method described below.
At the beginning of this step, the decoder has the previous frame, the 
motion compensated frame and the locations of the TU areas. The decoder 
marks the inside of the TU areas as unknown, and considers rest of the image is 
as known. Then, the decoder makes a prediction of the unknown areas based on 
the known data. The encoder follows the actions of the decoder simultaneously, 
so this prediction is performed both on the transmitter and the receiver side. 
Then, the prediction error at specified points on a regular grid is sent to the 
receiver, as described later. During data transmission, the prediction will be 
refreshed at regular intervals.
Prior to the prediction step, the pixel values are converted from the col- 
ormap indices to floating point red, green, blue values. The subsequent oper­
ations are applied separately to these red, green, blue components. .A.fter the 
prediction, the image is converted back to the colormap form and the difference 
errors are sent using index values.
Before the prediction, only the pixels adjacent to the TU areas (but outside 
the TU areas) are considered. All other pixels are regarded as black (Red =
0.0, Green = 0.0, Blue = 0.0).
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First, the 2D data is represented by a ID array. 'I’hus, rows are placed one 
after another to form a ID array. Call this array b. The interpolated array 
to be obtained is x. The length of this array is denoted by M, which ec[uals 
the width times height of the image. This array contains all the data in the 
image in a different form, thus, in this context, array and image terms are used 
interchangeably to refer to the same data.
The interpolation is based on the fact that for linear prediction, the value 
of an interpolated pixel is the average value of the 4 neighboring pixels. Thus, 
X can be obtained by the solution of the equation:
Ax + b = X (2.22)
where A  is an MxM matrix whose elements A^ are defined as
— ij ^
0 if 6 ,- ^ 0
0.25 if b¡ = 0 and i = {j T 1)m or i = (j T W )m
and (.)m denotes modulo M.
(2.23)
The exact solution is:
x = {L-AVk (2.24)
This can be approximated by:
iT = (Z + *4 + ^  + · · · )¿
x_ =  b-\- Ab + A^b + A^b + ...
(2.25)
(2.26)
This operation is realized iteratively by repeated matrix multiplication and 
addition operations.
1. As the initialization step, take ^  equal to b.
2. Form a temporary array Iq by multiplying A with Xq-
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3. To obtain Xj, add Iq to
•1 At stage n, multiply A with to get
5. To obtain add to
6. Repeat these operations until the variance of is below the threshold 
value, which is taken as 10"^ in the simulations. The variance of t is 
found by the sum of the magnitude of the entries in the array divided by 
the number of non-zero entries. The magnitude of an entry is calculated 
by taking the square root of sum of squared R, G and B values. In order 
to prevent infinite loops or excessive processing time, there is also a hard 
limit implied on the total number of iterations.
7. After these iteration steps, the prediction array x =  x„ is obtained.
8. Now, palletize this predicted image using the current colormap. For each 
pixel (an RGB vector), an entry in the colormap (another RGB vector) is 
selected such that the Euclidean distance between the two RGB vectors 
is minimum.
The prediction errors will be coded into the bit stream in a hierarchical 
manner. In the highest hierarchy level, the prediction errors at pixels on the 
8x8 hexagonal grid shown in Figure 2.5a is considered. In this context, the 
number of colors in the colormap is taken to be 128. However, it can be cxny 
specified number. The differences between the predicted and the actual pixel 
values are coded into the bit stream in the following way. First, a 128.xl28 
color distance table is formed. An entry (i, j) in the table shows the distance 
between the and colors, where this distance is taken to be the Euclidean 
distance between the two RGB vectors. Each row of the table is then sorted 
by a quick-sort algorithm, so that, for each of the 128 colors, a list of the other 
127 colors, sorted from the smallest to the greatest distance, is formed. The 
list thus obtained is called the color distance list.
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Figure 2.5: Hierarchical sampling grids
The differences are entered onto the bit stream one by one, by traversing 
the grid from top to bottom, each row from left to right. Differences to be 
recorded are only the ones for which the pixel is in the interior of a TU region. 
For each of these pixels, the actual color is scanned in the color distance list 
corresponding to the predicted color. When this actual color is found in the 
position of the list, it is reported as the close color to the predicted color. 
This 8-bit unsigned integer i is added to the bit stream. Ihis procedure is 
applied for the remaining entries in the grid.
.After this step, both the transmitter and the receiver will make another 
prediction operation based on the current known data. Then the prediction 
errors at pixel locations defined by the 4x4 grid in Figure 2.5b are recorded 
onto the bit stream. The prediction and the difference coding operations are 
performed in exactly the aforementioned way.
At the next levels of hierarchy, these steps (making prediction and sending
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the error values) are repeated for the 2x2 and finally 1x1 grids shown in Figui-e 
2.5c and 2.5d respectively. After recording the difference values pertaining to 
the 1x1 grid, the transmission of the TU regions with the interior pixel values 
is complete.
2.6 Entropy Coding
In the final step of the algorithm, a variable length entropy coder must be 
applied. This is necessary for achieving the compression done by the DPCM 
coding techniques used in the coding of colormap entries, motion vectors, TU 
region locations and interiors.
In the experiments, Huffman coding [5], Lempel-Ziv-Welch coding [38, 
39]and arithmetic coding [40] methods are tried, and arithmetic coding re­
sulted in best compression values. For this reason the arithmetic coder is used 
for obtaining the final results in the simulations.
2.7 Software Implementation
In the simulations, a full codec is implemented. .\n object oriented data struc­
ture relying heavily on templates is used to develop the software. The use of 
this approach enhances modularity and reusability of the code. In this section, 
the internal data structures will be described first and in the next section the 
details of the overall operation will be given using the coder and decoder block 
diagrams.
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2.7.1 Data Structures
The objects are given in a tree diagram in Figure 2.6.
Object
Array2D
“Matrix
LVector
^olormap
4mage
“Truecolor
^Palletized
Color 
“Colorí 
Gray 
Index 
“Color!
-RGB 
-YUV 
•-LUV 
■“Texture
Figure 2.6: The main object tree
Most of the operations are handled by the image class. An image is a two 
dimensional collection of pixels. The pixels are in turn declared as template 
classes. ColorS represents three component true color values. The classes for 
representing RGB. YUV and LUV color spaces are derived from this class. 
These sub classes pro\'ide in-between conversion routines. Grayscale and in­
dexed color classes are deri\‘ed from the Colorí class. The type of each of 
the components is determined in the template. Thus each component can be 
character, integer or floating-point values.
The image is composed of width x height pixels. The template argu­
ment is the pixel type. For instance, a YÜV image with 8-bit character 
Y, U and V values is represented as Irnage<YUV<uchar> >. .Similarly. 
Im,age<RGB<float> > defines an RGB image with floating point R, G and 
B values.
The conversion routine between the images simply converts each pixel in
4:3
the image one by one. using the routines in the pixel class. The routine is 
specialized for handling more complex palletized to true color or vice versa 
conversions.
Most of the functions are implemented for the Image class. Because of the 
template stiuctuie, it is not necessaiy to rewrite .simila-r functions for different 
data types. Whether the pixel type is, for instance, Grayscale or RGB, the same 
function is automatically recompiled by the compiler using the appropriate data 
type.
2.7.2 The Overall Structure of the Codec
The block diagrams of the encoder and the decoder are given in Figures 2.7 
and 2.8 respectively. The operation of the encoder is fairly linear in the sense 
that after coding the first frame, the same operations are applied one after 
another for each frame in the sequence. The decoder acts according to the 
marker labels in the input bit stream.
The encoding process begins with the coding of the first frame, which is 
an intra frame, and the colormap is extracted from that frame. .All of the 
consequent frames are quantized according to this colormap. The first frame is 
coded onto the bit stream using 2D spatial prediction scheme with lossy coding 
(up to 4x4 gi’id on the hierarchy level). Ne.xt, the motion detection algorithm 
is applied to the remaining frames. When a frame to be coded is selected, the 
motion estimation algorithm is applied between that frame and the previously 
coded frame. Each frame selected for coding is named as special frame in the 
block diagrams. The generated motion vectors are coded and sent to the bit 
stream. Using these motion vectors, the motion compensated prediction of the 
current frame is obtained. Temporally unpredictable areas are determined by 
comparing this motion compensated frame to the actual current frame. The
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locations of these areas are next coded onto the bit stream. The interior data of 
the TU regions are coded using the 2D spatial prediction scheme and recorded 
on the bit stream. After this step, the next frame is processed with the motion 
detection algorithm and the loop continues.
The decoder reverses the encoding process. The decoder works b\· parsing 
the input bit stream causally. The bit stream consists of concatenation of 
separate blocks of data. Each data block is identified by an 8-bit block header, 
which is included in the bit stream as the first byte of the block. The first 
marker of the bit stream should be the start of sequence bt'te followed by the 
encoder version. If these do not match, the decoding process stops. In the 
initialization stage, the decoder assumes no preset values. First, the width and 
height of the frames is obtained from the bit stream. The colormap must be 
decoded next. The intra frame can also be coded in the .JPEG mode [41,42]. 
In this case, the colormap can be extracted from that intra frame, so no other 
colormap block is included. If the intra frame is coded in prediction mode, 
everywhere is considered as TU regions, and the coding of the interior areas 
follow. For inter pictures, first the motion vectors are decoded. The previous 
frame is then motion compensated with the use of these vectors. The prediction 
step follows afterwards, with the transmission of TU are locations, followed by 
the coding of their interiors. Between each consequent frame, a synchronization 
data is inserted. This data represents the number of frames skipped temporally 
between the two frames. Using these two frames and the synchronization data, 
the decoder generates the transitional frames and displays the sequence in the 
original frame rate.
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Figure 2.7; Block Diagram of the Encoder
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Figure 2.8: Block Diagram of the Decoder
Chapter 3
Simulation Results
3.1 Visual Performance
It must be accepted that there will be serious visual degradation on VLBR 
coded images. Measuring this degradation through mathematical terms such 
as the signal to noise ratio (SNR),  a widely used tool for performance analysis, 
does not give an accurate measurement of the performance of the codec. For 
e.xample, consider a situation where the transmitted image is a perfect replica­
tion of the original image except for one or two pixel shifts. In this case, pixel 
to pixel arithmetic diri'erence shows huge errors, but the I'esult is perfectlx' ac­
ceptable. Thus, for the evaluation purposes, the results must also be presented 
in visual form.
3.2 Numerical Results
The experiments are performed on the ".-V" and ”B" class official MPEG-4 test 
sequences [23]. The ".A." class sequences are characterized by "low spatial detail 
and low am.ount of movement" and the ’'B'’ class are characterized by "medium
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spaHal ddail and Ion- amounl of movement or vice versa". In lVIP|'X;-/| tests, 
the bit rate range was 10--18 Kbits/sec for class "A"’ sequences and 24-112 
Kbits/sec for class sox|uences. Each sequence shown in table .11 is 10 
seconds long, with 30 frames per second.
Class “A” Akiyo. Container Ship, Hall Monitor, Mother and Daughter
Class “B” Coast Guard. Foreman, News, Silent Voice
Table 3.1: MPEG 4 sequences used in the experiments
3.2.1 Color Quantization Examples
The colors in all of the frames in the sequence are quantized according to the 
colormap extracted from the intra frame. Generally, the only intra frame in 
the sequence is the first frame. For class “A” sequences, there is little or no 
change in the scene contents, so the colormap of the first frame is a good 
approximation for the colormaps of rest of the frames. In some of the class 
“B" sequences, there are scene changes and the use of the first frame colormap 
becomes inadequate resulting in disturbing quantization noise. This is visible 
especially in the scene changes in Foreman and News sequences.
The first example is the Akiyo sequence. In Figures .3.1 and 3.2. the lii'st 
and last frames of the sequence are displayed for various quantization levels. In 
this sequence, there are no changes in the contents of the scene so the colormap 
of the first frame is adequate for quantizing the remaining frames. Thus the 
quantization noise remains at a nearly constant le\'el for all the frames in the 
se((uence. as observed in the PS.NR vs. frame number graph in Figure .3..?.
The second example is the Foreman sequence. In the frames 180 to 200. 
the scene completely changes so there is a sharp PSNR drop in Figure -3.6. In 
Figures 3.4 and 3..5. the first and last frames of the sequence are displayed.
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3.2.3 TU Region Interior Coding Examples
flic iiili'riors of lli(' t('in|)orally uiipi’i 'dictaNi'  i‘('gions ai'c rodc'd using i 1k' 
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Figure 3.8: Silent Voice sequence (a)Previous decoded fi'ame (b)CuiTent frarne 
(c)Motion compensated (d)Difference frame (e)TU regions (f)Ciirrent decoded 
frame
grid shown in Figure 2.5a are coded onto the bit strea.m. Using these new pixel 
values, the interpolation is repeated to obta.in the result in Figure 3.9g. 'I'lie 
procedure is repeated in the same manner to finally obtain Figure 3.9m. I ’his 
way, the interiors of the TU regions are coded onto the bit sti-eam and there 
is no loss of information. When the TU interiors are overlaid on tlie motion 
com|)ensated frame, the current decoded frame is obtained as in Figure 3.9n.
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Figure 3.9: TU region coding example from the News sequence (a)Previous 
frame (b)Current frame (c)Motion compensated frame (d) TU regions 
(e)TU regions overlaid on motion compensated frame (f)TU region edges 
(g)Interpolated inside edges (h)8x8 grid (i)Interpolated 8x8 grid (j)4x4 grid 
(k)Interpolated 4x4 grid (1)2x2 grid (m)Interpolated 2x2 grid (n)Decoded cur­
rent frame
3.2.4 Intra Frame Coding Examples
The intra frames are coded by the same 2D spatial prediction scheme that is 
used in coding of the TU interiors. The prediction proceeds in a hierarchical 
way, by sending the error values at first 8x8, then 4x4, 2x2 and finally 1x1 grids. 
If the coding is finished at one of these levels, before coding at the 1x1 grid, 
a lossy compression results. In Figures 3.10 and 3.11 the results are displayed 
at two levels of lossy compression and the performance is compared to DCT
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in tin' saiiu' conditions as for the proposed codc'c. i.e. using 100 ( 1^'11· Irauu's 
at lOIIz for each se(|ueuce. Only the bit rate is s|)('cili('d in the l . \ l . \  cod('i' 
].)arameters and the unrestricted motion \'('ctor. the ad\’anc('d |)redict i(;ii. PB- 
fraiiH's and the s\nta.\-based aiithmetic coding mod('s аг(' enabh'd.
C lass Sequences
Tcible 3.2: Akiyo Sequence
Number of frames 100
Number of frames skipped 72
Number of frames coded 28
Number of colors 32
Bitrate (kbits/sec) 12
Total number of bits 123920
Average PSNR (dB) 24.99
H.263 Avei’cige PSNR (dB) 27.52
H.263 Total number of bits 127760
Distribution of Bits
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Table 3.3: Contciiner Ship Sequence
Number of frames 100
Number of frames skipped 79
Number of frames coded 21
Number of colors 32
Bitrate (kbits/sec) 14
Avercige PSNR (dB) 22.09
Total number of bits 141544
11.263 Average PSNR (dB) 28.64
H.263 Total number of bits 150752
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Table 3.4: Hall Monitor Sequence
Number of frames 100
Number of frames skipped 58
Number of frames coded 42
Number of colors 32
Bitrate (kbits/sec) 34
Average PS NR (clB) 24.07
Total number of bits 337760
H.263 y\verage PSNR (dB) 30.53
11.263 Total number of bits 340736
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Table 3.5: Mother and Daughter Sequence
Number of frames 100
Number of frames skii^ped 66
Number of frames coded 34
Number of colors 32
Bitrate (kbits/sec) 20
Average PSNR (clB) 27.49
Total number of bits 204592
H.263 Average PSNR (dB) 31.52
Ii.263 Totcvl number of bits 202584
Distribution of Bits
□ Motion 
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Header
0%
□ Intra frame
%
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C lass Sequences
Table 3.6: Coast Guard Sequence
Number of frames 100
Number of frames skipped 57
Number of frames coded 43
Number of colors 32
Bitrate (kbits/sec) 115
Average PS NR, (dB) 21.25
Total number of bits 1155784
H.263 Average PSNR (dB) 28.01
H.263 Total number of bits 1106344
Distribution of Bits
□ TU location 
10%
□ Motion 
vector T-"·
15%
1 Header 
0%
1  Intra frame
TU interior 
70%
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Table 3.7: Foreman Sequence
Number of frames t o o
Number of frame.s skipped 29
Number of frames coded 81
Number of colors 32
Bitrate (kbits/sec) 109
Average PSNR (dB) ^ 19.57
Total number of bits 1088992
ri.263 Average PSNR, (dB) 26.56
H.263 Total number of bits 1065192
Number of Bits vs. Coded Frame Number Distribution of Bits
□ TU location 
12% 1
5 9 13 18 22 27 31 35 42 46 50 54 59 63 67 71 75 79 84 97 
Coded Frame Number
i  Til Interior bits i  Motion vector bits □ TU location bits
□ Motion 
vector- 
21%
i  Header 
0%
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TU intenor 
65%
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Table 3.8: News Sequence
Number of frames 100
Number of frames skipped 7
Number of frames coded 93
Number of colors 32
Bitrate (kbits/sec) 66
Average PSNR (dB) 20.92
Total number of bits 667136
H.263 Average PSNR (clB) 27.26
11.263 Total number of bits 6.51.660
Number of Bits vs. Coded Frame Number Distribution of Bits
1 6 1 2 17 22 29 34 39 44 49 54 60 66 71 77 83 88 9 3 1 
Coded Frame Number
0 TU Interior bits i  Motion vector bits □ TU location bits
□ TU location 
13% 1
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vector 
18%
I  Header 
0%
i  Intra frame
TU interior 
65%
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Table 3.9: Silent Voice Sequence
Number of frames 100
Number of frames skipped 17
Number of frames coded 83
Number of colors 32
Bitrate (kbits/sec) 67
Average PS NR (dB) r 22.62
Total number of bits 674976
H.263 Avercige PSNR (clB) 29.51
II.263 Toted number of bits 660496
Number of Bits vs. Coded Frame Number Distribution of Bits
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3.3 Discussion of the Results
Visually, the results of the codec are comparable to the results of H.263 stan­
dard. But because of several reasons, the PSNR values seem much lower than 
the H.263 PSNR values.
The main difference of the codec from other standards is that all the op­
erations are performed in the color-palletized space. This pre-processing stage 
causes a severe decrease in PSNR, even before the lossy coding stages start. 
The palletization causes visible artifacts at the lower quantization levels, but 
these are less severe than the blurring and ringing contours artifacts observed 
in DCT based coders in very low bit rates.
For still image coding at very high compression ratios, the performance of 
the prediction algorithm is "comparable to or better than” DCT based schemes. 
The downside of introducing too much loss in the intra frame is that a large 
number of TU regions are generated in the frame following the intra frame. 
So one might as well regard the total intra frame bits divided between two 
frames. Overall, a significant amount of bits is allocated to the coding of the 
intra frames. This becomes apparent especially in class ".-V“ sequence results, 
where around lo-2dV( of the bits is allocated for the coding of the intra frame 
only. .Some other technique for the coding of intra frames may be investigated.
The use of te.xture parameters for obtaining the difference image gives good 
results. Since this te.xture representation deals with high level properties of 
the image, it is prone to common coding artifacts in very low bit rates such 
as small illumination changes, one pi.xel shifts and detail mismatches. I'his 
enables a more successful estimation of the problematic areas where the motion 
estimation algorithm really fails. But still, there might be improvements to the 
TU region locator algorithm. The most problematic areas are also detected in 
the motion estimation stage. In these areas, no satisfactory match can be
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found in file block-matcliing algorithm. Thc.se areas can be taken as an initial 
estimate to the TU area-locating algorithm.
Tlie difference image is pre-processed with tlie filtei· in Figure 2.3 prior to 
determining the TU region locations. As a result, though there might be signif­
icant changes near the edges of the frame, only a small number of TU regions 
are generated in these areas. This filter was chosen because of the assump­
tion that the regions of interest are concentrated near the central region of the 
frame and the image border regions can be safely roigarded as “background". 
This assumption holds true for all of the class “A” and “B" test sequences and 
it is expected to hold for most videophone applications.
In the sequences where the background is completely stationary (for in­
stance as in Akiyo and Silent sequences), the problem is that the background 
is sent only once in the intra frame (which was coded in a lossy fashion) and 
never ujDdated. Thus, the background region remains heavily blurred in the 
same amount throughout the sequence. This is one of the reasons for low PSNR 
values.
In the case of mo\'ing background (such as in Coast Guard and Foreman 
sequences), this creates more serious problems. Regions further away from 
the center become blurred and distorted, which might be called as ■•looking 
through a hole" effec'. This might not seem very disturbing while actually 
watching the sequence, but it results in serious decrefise on the P.SNR values.
•So overall, the coding seems more "successful" in the central regions.
The temporally unpredictable regions are represented using the diamond 
shaped building block. The area inside these regions is coded in a lossless 
fashion, and the area outside these regions is not coded at all. .-Vlthough this 
scheme reduces the bit rate considerably, the blocking artifacts become visible.
For a further enhancement, the errors outside TU regions can be sent coded in
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a lossy way. This will cause an increa.se in the bit rate, but this increase will b(> 
more than compensated by the increase in visual (|uality. Also, instead of tlu,' 
diamond shaped building block, several other block types (or a combination of 
.several block types) can be used.
By examining the distribution of the bits, it is apparent that most of the 
bits are allocated for the coding of the interiors of the TU regions. This is where 
the “new” information is sent. Some other method (such as VQ techniques) 
could be used instead of a prediction-based coder for these regions. For header 
information, a negligible amount of bits are allocated, so the bit stream synta.x 
seems adequate for the application. The coded motion vectors take around 
15-20% of the total bits and another 10-15% piece is allocated for TU region 
locations. This suggests the use of a different coding method for describing the 
locations.
6!)
Chapter 4
Conclusions
In this thesis, a novel very low bit rate video coder decoder is designed and 
implemented. The conclusions based on this work are as follows.
The main difference from the existing standards was the use of color pal­
letization. VVe had decided to use the palletization to simplify the data prior to 
coding stages. The reason was that instead of feeding the coder with “complex” 
data and let it introduce all the loss, it was more sensible to feed somewhat 
simplified data to the main coder and, in a way. introduce most of the loss in 
a controlled manner.
riiis decision pro\ed to be wrong at least in the motion estimation step. 
The false contours created by the palletization hindered the success of the 
motion estimation algorithm and the gains due to sirnplihcation were not sat­
isfactory. The motion estimation is performed between the prex’ions decoded 
frame, which is palletized, and the current frame, which is true-color. One 
alternative is to determine the "true" motion vectors using the true-color pre­
vious and current images and to use these motion vectors thereafter. But the 
results of this method are worse than the previous results, so we decided that it 
was necessary to use the reconstructed decoded palletized Irame in the motion
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e«ti I l l a t i o n  step.
VVe used the prediction based coding method as it suited well into the 
palletization scheme. It would be inappropriate to use a transform-based coder; 
such coders have good performance on images with low frequency, smootli 
color transitions. Palletization results in large regions with the same color and 
abrupt changes between neighboring regions, i.e., false contours. When the 
frequency domain coefficients are obtained, a significant number of them are 
clustered in the high frequencies. This contradicts with the operating or rather 
compression principle of the scheme, which basically assumes low variance in 
the high frequency coefficients. Thus the 2D-precliction method is used in the 
codec. Since all of the “known” pixel values are used for determining the 
value of each interpolated pixel, the proposed 2D spatial prediction scheme is 
successful in predictive coding of arbitrary shaped regions which also do not 
need to be closed. Due to its hierarchical progress, it is also suitable for spatial 
scalability requirement.
The method used in the standards is to divide the frame into blocks, perform 
motion estimation for each block, obtain the motion compensated prediction, 
then code the difference signal and if the motion estimation fails, code the data, 
directly in the block in intra mode. With different quantization parameters for 
each block, the block edges become clearly visible. .Vlthough partly reduced 
by the use of overlapping blocks. H.263 still suffers from this problem, d hus. 
we decided to use a smaller building element, so the diamond shaperl regions 
came up. The overhead of sending the locations of these regions is not much 
compared to the bits spend to code the interiors of these regions, so this ('ii- 
couraged the use of this method. But in the experimental results, the blocking 
artifact did not completely disappear. The reason was onl\· the interiors an' 
updated and visible edges appear on the border of updated and non-updated 
regions.
'1
'I hc regions to Ire updated are selected from the diifereiice image. But 
how tiiis difference image is obtained liad to be thouglit upon. For example, 
consider the situation where there is a perfect estimation except for one or two 
pixel shifts. In this case, pi.xel to pi.xel arithmetic difference shows huge errors. 
So the to-be-updated regions had to be selected only in places where there are 
physical changes in the scene. To accomplish tins, higher level characteristics 
(though not up the semantic meaning level) of the image must be considered. 
The use of the texture parameters representation for this purpose gave good 
results.
The codec is similar to the overall H.263 algorithm, the current VLBR 
coding standard, with different building blocks. But the obtained results are 
not as good as the ones achieved by H.263. A similar conclusion was reached 
in the first round of MPEG-4 subjective tests in Nov. 1995; H.263 came up 
the first among all the entries in the lowest bit rate category. Consequently, 
it becomes apparent that achieving a significant amount of improvement using 
this type of approach does not seem possible. Thus, the current resecu-ch is 
on segmentation of the image into semantically meaningful objects. Using 
this pre-segmentation, much of the occlusion problems in motion estimation 
are solved, so the job of the coder becomes much easier. But this time, the 
o\'erhead of multiplexing header information becomes to constitute a significant 
percentage of the bit stream and again, at very low bit rates, it is uecessarx· to 
make a sacrifice from '. isual quality.
Appendix A
Color Spaces
A .l Y B-Y R-Y
The human visual system has much less acuity for spatial variation of color 
than for brightness. Rather than conveying RGB, it is advantageous to convey 
luma in one channel, and color information that has had luma removed in the 
two other channels. In an analog system, the two color channels can have less 
bandwidth, typically one-third that of luma. In a digital system each of the 
two color channels can have considerably less data rate (or data capacity) than 
luma.
Green dominates the luma channel; about .59% of the luma signal consists 
of green information. Therefore it is sensible, and advantageous for signal-to- 
uoise reasons, to base the two color channels on blue and red. The simplest 
way to remove luma from each of these is to subtract it to form the difference 
between a primary color and luma. Hence, the basic video color-difference pair 
is (B-V), (R-Y).
The (B-Y) signal reaches its extreme values at blue (R=0. G=0,
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13=1; Y=0.114; B-Y=0.8S6) and at yellow (R =l, G =l, 13=0; Y=0.S86; 
r3-Y=-0.886). Similarly, the extrema of (R-Y), ±0.701, occur at red and 
cyan. These are inconvenient values for both digital and analog systems. The 
color spaces YPbPr, YCbCr and YUV are simply scaled versions of (Y, B-Y, 
R-Y) that place the extrema of the color difference channels at more convenient 
values.
A.2 YCbCr
The international standard CCIR-601-1 specifies eight-bit digital coding for 
component video, with black at luma code 16 and white at luma code 235, and 
chroma in eight-bit two’s complement form centered on 128 with a peak at 224. 
This coding has a slightly smaller excursion for luma than for chroma; luma 
has 219 risers compared to 224 for Cb and Cr. The notation CbCr distinguishes 
this set from PbPr where the luma and chroma excursions are identical.
For Rec. 601-1 coding in eight bits per component.
Y = 16 ± 219 X Y
Cb = 128 ± 112 X (0.5/0.886) x  (Bgamma — T) 
Cr = 128 ± 112 X (0.5/0.701) x  [Rgamma — Y)
( . 4 . 1 )
( . 4 . 2 )
( . 4 . 3 )
Some computer applications place black at luma code 0 and white at luma 
code 255. In this case, the scaling and offsets above can be changed accordingl}'. 
although broadcast-quality \‘ideo requires the accommodation for headroom 
and footroom provided in the CCIR-601-1 equations. YCbCr coding is used in 
D-1 component digital video equipment.
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A.3 YPbPr
If three components are to be conveyed in three separate channels with identical 
unity excursions, then the Pb and Pr color difference components are used:
Pb = (0.5/0.886) X {B,amma ~ Y) 
Pr = (0..5/0.701) X {R,,rnma -  Y)
(A.4)
(A.5)
These scale factors limit the excursion of each color difference component 
to -0 .5  .. +0.5 with respect to unity Y excursion: 0.886 is just unity less the 
luma coefficient of blue. In the analog domain Y is usually 0 mV (black) to 
700 mV (white), and Pb and Pr are usually ±350 mV.
YPbPr is part of the CCIR Rec. 709 HDTV standard, although different 
luma coefficients are used, and it is denoted E’Pb and E’Pr.
YPbPr is employed by component analog video equipment such as M-II 
and BetaCam; Pb and Pr bandwidth is half that of luma.
A.4 YIQ
The U and V signals above must be carried with equal bandwidth, albeit less 
than that of luma. However, the human visual system has less spatial acuity 
for magenta-green transitions than it does for red-cyan. Thus, if signals I and 
Q are formed from a 123 degree rotation of U and V respectively, the Q signal 
can be more severely filtered than I (to about 600 kHz. compared to about 1.3 
MHz) without being perceptible to a viewer at typical TV viewing distance. 
YIQ is equivalent to YUV with a 33-degree rotation and an axis flip in the UV 
plane.
/0
Since an analog K1 SC decoder has no way of knowing whether tlie encoder 
was encoding YUV or YIQ. it cannot detect whether the encoder was running 
at 0 degree or 33 degree phase. In analog usage the terms YUV and YIQ are 
often used somewhat interchangeably. YIQ was important in the early days of 
NTSC but most broadcasting equipment now encodes equiband U and V.
The D-2 composite digital DVTR (and the as.sociated interface standard) 
conveys NTSC modulated on the YIQ axes in the 525-line version and PAL 
modulated on the Y l’V axes in the 625-line version.
A.5 YUV
In composite NTSC, PAL or S-Video, it is necessary to scale (B-Y) and (R-Y) 
so that the composite NTSC or PAL signal (luma plus modulated chroma) is 
contained within the range —1/3 to -|-4/3. These limits reflect the capability 
of composite signal recording or transmission channel. The scale factors are 
obtained by two simultaneous equations involving both B-Y and R-Y, because 
the limits of the composite excursion are reached at combinations of B-Y and 
R-Y that are intermediate to primary colors. The scale factors are as follows:
r  = 0.493 x { B -  T) ;a .6)
r  = 0.S77 X  { R - Y (A.7)
r  and V components are typically modulated into a chroma component:
C - U X  cos{t) 4 -  V X  sin{t) (A.8)
where t represents the ss 3.58 MHz NTSC color sub-carrier. P.*\L coding is 
similar. e.xcept that the V component switches Phase on Alternate Lines (±i),  
and the sub-carrier is at a different frequency, about 4.43 MHz.
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It is conventional for an TSC luma signal in a composite environment 
(Nl'SC or S-Video) to have 7.5% setup;
 ^s e t u p  = (3/dO) + (37/40) X r (A.9)
A PAL signal has zero setup. The two signals Y (or Ysetup) and C can be 
conveyed separately across an .S-Video interface, or Y and C can be combined 
(encoded) into composite NTSC or PAL:
X T SC  = y;ei„p + c
PAL = Y  + C
(A.IO)
(A .ll)
U and V are only appropriate for composite transmission as 1-wire NTSC 
or PAL, or 2-wire S-Video. The UV scaling is incorrect when the signal is 
conveyed as three separate components. Certain component video equipment 
has connectors labeled YUV that in fact convey YPbPr signals.
/ /
Appendix B
CCIR 601 Chroma Component 
Subsampling
The terms 4:4:4, 4:2:2. 4:1:1 and 4:2:0 describe the sampling rate ratios for the 
luma and chroma components.
CCIR-60T1 Rec. calls for two-to-one horizontal subsampling of Cb and 
Cr, to achieve 2/3 the data rate of RGB with virtually no perceptible penalty. 
This is denoted 4:2:2. .A. few digital video systems have utilized horizontal 
subsampling by a factor of four, denoted 4:1:1. .JPEG and MPEG normally 
subsample Cb and Cr two-to-one horizontally and also two-to-one vertically, 
to get 1/2 the data rate of RGB. No standard nomenclature has been adopted 
to describe vertical subsampling.
The Figure B.l illustrates the positioning of YCbCr samples (for (j2ó-line 
systems) for the 4:4:4 format. Each sample requires 24 bits (or 30 bits for 
editing applications).
The Figure B.2 illustrates the positioning of YCbCr samples (for 625-line 
systems) for the 4:2:2 format. For every two horizontal Y samples, there is one
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SCAN
UNE
Figure B.l: 4:4:4 sampling
Cb and Cr sample. In a frame buffer, each sample requires 16 bits (or 20 bits 
for editing applications). During display, Y samples with no Cb and Cr data 
use interpolated from the Cb and Cr data from the previous and next samples 
that do.
SCAN
UNE
<§) Y. CB. CR SAMPLE 
•  y SAMPLE ONLY
Figure B.2: 4:2:2 sampling
The Figure B.3 illustrates the positioning of YCbCr samples (for 02o-Iine 
systems) for the 4:1:1 format, used in consumer digital videocassette applica­
tions. For every four horizontal Y samples, there is one Cb and Cr value. Each 
component is typically S bits. In a frame buffer, each sample requires 12 bits. 
During display. Y samples with no Cb and Cr data use interpolated Cb and 
Cr data from the previous and next pixels that do.
The figure B.4 illustrates the positioning of YCbCr samples (for 625- line 
systems) for the 4:2:0 format used by the H.261, H.263, and MPEG 1 video
(9
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Figure B.3; 4:1:1 sampling
compression standards. Rather than the horizontal-only 4:1 reduction of Cb 
and Cr used by 4:1:1. 4:2:0 implements a 2:1 reduction of Cb and Cr in both 
the vertical and horizontal directions.
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Figure B.4: 4:2:0 sampling
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